
Interviewer (I):
“Um, so I’m interviewing Dr. Morrissey today, Thomas Morrissey, and my name is Mikaela
Wilson, I am interviewing. Today is May 2nd, 2019, it’s a Thursday and I am interviewing him
in his office at Thompson Hall on SUNY Fredonia’s campus. Today, we are going to be
discussing his experiences with the United University Professions Union of SUNY Fredonia and
also all the SUNY schools in the system. Um, and so, getting into that, I guess we will start with
the basics.”

Morrissey (M):
“Okay, I was born in Boston, spent the first couple of years in Randolph, Massachusetts, and in
1940, I moved to Winchester and grew up there with my grandmother… ”

I:
“So what was your middle school/high school experience like?”

M:
“Ah, the usual, high school was a great experience. I was fortunate enough to get a scholarship to
Boston College High School, which was a Jesuit school in Boston. And those four years were
great… not without problems, when I was going back to this, I was thinking, sophomore year in
highschool was one of the hardest years of my life. The typical, 15 year old kid with all kinds of
things happening, and uh, as I say it was a very difficult year.

At the end of sophomore year I was called in by the principal, I had been in the honors program
and he told me I was getting kicked out of the honors program because I wasn’t doing well. Now,
I wasn’t failing, but I wasn’t doing well. And, about one month into junior year, I went down to
the principal and said, ‘I want back into the honors program.’ I wanted to be back with the guys I
had been in freshman and sophomore year. He said, ‘Well, why do you think?’ And I said ‘‘cause
I could do it.’ And so I did, [laughs] and he did do it. And I never looked back, and in one sense
that experience that year changed my whole life because of the people I went to school with, the
people I grew up-- went with, (changed) the whole mindset. It’s time to work, it’s time to get it
done, do it.

I:
“Really kicked you into gear.”

M:
“Yeah! In that sense the gear has been in high gear, mostly for the last seventy.. Sixty years, so it
was a great experience. It was an old-fashioned experience in the sense that we had to do- I had
(in high school) to do 4 years of Latin, 3 years of Greek, and then 2 years of modern language



and 4 years mathematics. And I did graduate in the top 10% of the graduating class, and then
went to Boston College for a year. During while I was in (high) school we didn’t have a lot of
money, so I worked. I was a young kid, I cut grass, and delivered papers, I worked in a
supermarket, I worked in Filene’s, the store, which is a department store in Boston, I worked
summers with the pick and shovel for the water and sewer department, I worked at Boston
Garden during the seasons, so I’m used to… ya know, this is what you do! [laughs] Later, I
started in Boston College and I finished my degree at Fordham, in New York. I was fascinated by
learning, ideas, and experiences. I majored in classical languages, with also a degree in a
licentiate philosophy, and picked up-- I also picked up a masters in history.”

I:
“Could you explain that type of philosophy, what is it exactly?”

M:
“A licentiate is the old-fashioned degree [from the medieval times] where I had a certain number
of courses. Sort of traditional scholastic philosophy, but an introduction to all of these things, all
the different questions. Linked with it, I had a couple semesters of sociology and anthropology. I
had three semesters of college physics and mathematics. I almost went on in that. [interviewer:
“Really?”] Because I had a teacher in freshman year in college-- again that experience-- he
called us and he said he wanted to do an experimental program for a year, would we be willing to
sign up for it? And that is-- we would be, there were about eight or nine of us who were in the
classical languages program, there were a group who were math majors, small group, and a small
group who were physics majors. And he wanted to do what-- how--coming from a different
perspective,  what it would be like doing math together. He assumed you knew nothing about
math or arithmetic, and we stuck together for the whole year and we got up into differential
calculus. All that year-- I mean just-- I mean-- work. I was doing this while working nights. So,
but it was an incredible experience. I don’t know how much I… ever used from that experience.
But, the idea of getting out of a box, getting out of-- to look at things differently. I mean, I
remember he gave us, how to develop a new mathematical system where A+B does not equal
A+B, but 2A-B and what would be the ramifications in geometry. All kinds of, ya know, and I
remember getting enormous hours [of work], because basic thing was you set up a system, you
set up a problem, and you try to set up-- work out a formula that will solve the problem. Once
you’ve got that, that’s it. From then, on it’s easy, that’s, now you’d say you’d just feeding into the
machine and we’ll solve it for you, but you have to know what to feed into the machine, that was
my thinking.”

I:
“So it helped you think outside the box, and also, a lot of teamwork was involved there
[Morrissey: ‘Oh yeah.’] so that must’ve come in handy later in your life as well.”



M:
“Oh yeah, I mean one of the guys in the class, Jackie Shea-- I still remember-- just died recently,
he came in, he said ‘Well from trig,’ and Jackie said ‘I never had trig.’ and he says ‘Okay, we’ll
do it today.’ and we did! [laughs] You know what I mean, what-- incredible character, but a great
experience.”

I:
“So what would you say-- how did you get to Fredonia, what drew you to academia here?”

M:
“Well, I then- after I got my degree- I taught high school in New York City for several years and
then I decided I-- I did more work, I was interested in Late Medieval thought, and I decided I-  in
order to do that, I had to learn some theology, so I did a masters in theology. And then went to
Cornell, and I was lucky, I got a fellowship, so, you know. I did… And again, that thinking out
of the box, Brian Tierney was my teacher-- he’s still alive, God bless him- he’s… 96. But, I
applied for three schools. I got accepted by all three, but Cornell gave me the best fellowship. So
I went to Tierney and he said, well you gotta do a major and two minors areas. So, I was going to
do early modern world, I could’ve done and normally would’ve been doing the ancient world,
but I had… a lot of the ancient world having majored [in classical languages]. So I said, you
know, when I took the Graduate Record Exam and the history part, there were questions in there
about China and Asian history and Asian society, and nothing about-- so I said if I’m going to be
studying western middle ages, what I’d like to do is do something in Chinese history as my third
field, to do... and I worked with Charlie Peterson in Medieval China, and he says ‘Sounds crazy,
but good!’ And so, it was-- again, I had that experience. At some points, I remember in my oral
exams, Charles-- Professor Peterson and I were talking about comparison, and in a sense, the two
of us were talking to the other faculty members, who, that, this is what we’re talking about. In
other words, for example, if you look at it, the west developed a certain way because it had
Roman law, Greek philosophy, and the Germanic peoples. The east had Confucian tradition,
Buddhism, and all these other peoples. How did that work out? [mumbling] ...It was totally
different… So it was great! I know people have often said that graduate school was hard; I
thought it was a great experience. I was very fortunate, also, that one of the people I had thought
about studying with, as a graduate student, was at UCLA, but he was visiting professor at
Cornell one of the years I was there, so I got Lynn White who was a credible one… of, uh,
medieval technology and social change, and ideas like this, of again.. get out (of this mindset).

“And so that’s what I did, and when I was coming up to finish, I spent my 2 years of my
fellowship-- and again we were with a group of people who took over house and we were from
all different countries and all different backgrounds and when again the experience-- Mike
Manikam was in psycholinguistics, was from India and he used to be up at all hours of the night



doing his research. Another was in musical composition, Jerome, so he was up early in the
morning and he would go up and compose in the music building from about 4:30 until about 8
and then come down. So I would meet Jerome at breakfast, who was really having his lunch, and
then I’d go up and do stuff and then I’d come home for lunch and I’d meet Mike who was just
getting up having his breakfast. [both laugh] You know what I mean? The kind of experience of
people… always… I was always being bombarded by people who brought insights and questions
and ideas… And so, when I finally got my degree, I applied for a number of places, I was
interviewed, and I came here and was interviewed, and they were very positive in the winter of
‘72, but then the governor put a freeze on... so that I didn’t know I was gonna get the job for two
more months. In the meantime, I had made arrangements, while I was doing my research in
Munich, I had met my now wife, and made arrangements for her to come over, and so she did. It
was another one of those great experiences. She came over in the end of July, beginning of
August, she had a 5-year-old son. We had a wild weekend because I made all the arrangements
for us to get married, and got her American driver’s license. I defended my dissertation--that was
Thursday. Friday I defended my dissertation, Saturday we got married, and Saturday afternoon
we moved here.”

I:
“Busy!”

M:
“Yeah! So you know what I mean-- you did things! I can still see us with the old Volkswagen
Beetle with a trailer tied onto it and our son in the backseat with everything… filled to the gills,
as you might guess. So I came- I got the job here and… was teaching, and as the question like
the ‘70s were a tumultuous time, from ‘73 to ‘75 you had the OPEC oil crisis, and the economy
went bananas. The SUNY system had great problems because New York City almost defaulted
and so the governor pushed through that the state would take over the large part of the expenses
of CUNY, and so now they had the two (university systems) of them, which meant he had to cut
SUNY in order to do that. At the same time, the oil crisis came and inflation was around 12 or
13% each year, for several years there, and... we went three years with no contract, which is kind
of difficult if you’ve got 12 or 13% inflation. And we had just bought a house, I had saved
money from earlier experiences, but started…

I:
“What year did you join the UUP then?”

M:
“Well, I was thinking-- the union was not really visible in the early ‘70s except, sort of, crises,
looking at it. I then got a fellowship, an NEH Fellowship (for Princeton) in ‘78/’79, it was kind



of an interesting experience again. I was up for being (tenured) a permanent appointment, and
there was all the question of whether they were gonna postpone it. It was one of the nice things, I
was being the final interview in the department. In 2 o’clock in the afternoon, when I’m home
for lunch, I got a phone call that... from the congressman, that he wanted to let me know I had
won an NEH fellowship to go to Princeton for the (year.) So that was very nice coming back to
the meeting and telling the people [laughing] ‘Well, I’m not gonna be here next year.’ But that
again (at Princeton) was a great experience then, with the whole group of people, 12 of us from
different places all over the country, doing research again on medieval thought. So I feel I’ve
been very lucky, and through that I’ve met a lot of other people that got me involved in different
things. Uh, I didn’t-- I really got involved (in the UUP) then when I came back in ‘79 on, I ran--
I was asked if I would run for ((UUP chapter) vice president for academics in ‘82, which I did.
And then, the person who was president in ‘83 took a position as associate dean, so he resigned
as president (of the UUP chapter), so I had to take over as president. And then I spent several
years as president of the local chapter, and then in ‘84 I was both president of the local chapter
and with all the things that were happening-- we had gone from… Well for 12 years by then, we
had not replaced anyone who had left or died or retired and nobody wanted the job of being
chair, and so it was a choice that if-- unless I did it, the Dean would directly run the department,
so they persuaded me, so then I did that…
In the middle of all of this I should add, so when I say it’s been a hectic life… a fellow just with
me he had been… he died in ‘88, Joe Gallagher, they gave the Gallagher Scholarship at the--
yesterday at that award ceremony because he died suddenly of a heart attack in ‘88, but he and I
both had taught high school, so when (in) the education department, all the people who were in
secondary ed, either retired or left, and so somebody had to take over supervision of student
teachers. So Joe and I got that job. So, you know, trying to be an historian, union leader,
supervising student teachers… and uh… department chair all at once.”

I:
“What would you say were your duties as the UUP president of the Fredonia chapter?”

M:
“Well… to protect people. Even when you disagree with people, even sometimes you have
people that, you think they did something wrong, but the major thing is that they should get the
full benefit of the law. The mindset is like a defense attorney, you defend the person, you may
think they’re guilty, but it’s not your job to decide, it’s the jury’s job. See, your job is to defend,
within limits, I mean, that you don’t violate the law… Those times were difficult times because
in the ‘80s, well, Mario Cuomo came in just as I had to take over the (chapter) presidency, and
his first proposal was a 300-million-dollar cut in the SUNY budget. That was 35 years ago, and
there were gonna be all sorts of cuts here, but we worked together, we went down (to Albany),
we worked with NYSUT, we worked with the legislators, and we didn’t get (all) the cuts. Yeah,



there was some… I mean, they had had a situation before that of a guy who had a fellowship to
go to Paris for the year, and with the cuts he was told ‘Don’t come back, your job’s been
eliminated.’ There were people who… the, what is it? The American Association of University
Professors has had the SUNY system censured for 40 years because they were breaking tenure
all over the place. So, you know, it was a real fight, one of the things we fought-- well we fought
for a number of things, the most interesting was that the union had two groups. There was the
unity caucus and the reform caucus. I was part of the reform caucus, but I worked-- you know, it
was the idea that we fight like hell within, but then once we made the decision, we stand
together. That’s a good philosophy, I think. It’s a family philosophy, right? You fight within, but
then once, now that’s my brother.”

I:
“So what would you say are some of the things you did in the reform caucus?”

M:
“Well, with that, one of the biggest ones was the whole issue of (adjunct/contingent faculty),
which was smaller then, but obviously (grew) much more important over the last generation, the
whole situation with adjuncts. It took us 20 years to get adjuncts, whatever they’re called,
adjunct faculty, part-timers, they’re (contingent), the state refused to make them eligible for
health insurance or pension. It took us (years of fighting) that we got… that after 6 semesters, I
think now it’s 4 semesters, they are eligible to be, first of all, if they’re half time or more, from
the very beginning, they’re covered by health insurance, and after 4 semesters, they’re in a
pension plan. That’s a major thing, both of those. I mean, the health insurance probably because
the health insurance today in today’s terms, if you’re a family, would be about 18,000 dollars a
year if you had to buy it yourself.”

I:
“So would you say that’s probably, like, one of the greatest accomplishments of the union?”

M:
“I think of the union, yes, for.. In the local. Great accomplishments I think on a bigger picture
would be what we did for in terms of Poland and South Africa. I don’t know if I mentioned that
to you?”

I:
“You can explain it.”

M:



“Well, the UUP got together with PSC, from New York City, the CUNY group, we went to
NYSUT, the statewide teachers group from K through 12 and community colleges, and between
us, we then went and contacted Illinois and California and others, and TIAA-CREF, which are--
all which are state (pension systems) are major pension funds. And we demanded that they
would put pressure on companies that were doing business with apartheid government in South
Africa, to such extent that we told TIAA-CREF, we wanted all our money pulled out of
investments in those companies and the state pension funded (the contributions). Now if you
think about it, TIAA-CREF has a couple hundred billion dollar investments. What would happen
to a company if TIAA-CREF suddenly pulled out all its investments and stock. So it was a
pressure, and so, they finally caved in and told the companies, ‘We are going to disinvest unless
you do something’’ and ultimately that pressure was such that the apartheid government relented,
freed Nelson Mandela, and did away with their apartheid. And toward the end of all this process,
we were at the NYSUT meeting in New York City when Nelson Mandela’s wife came to speak
to us, which was nice, you know, she knew we were together with NYSUT, meeting when she
spoke about what we did. We also (at another time) had in the… the guy who was the secretary
of education who had been underground in solidarity in Poland, he came to speak to us because
of our pressure working with the Polish government.”

I:
“Was that Wałęsa?”

M:
“That was Lech Wałęsa, he spoke here on campus. But we also, before that, a number of years
before, we had the guy thanking us for the work we were doing. So I mean, working for, plus,
you know, I can say I’ve been on picket lines for the Dunkirk Ice Cream Company, workers for
the employees of the county, for one of the airline groups, for the people working in nursing
homes in Buffalo. So we’ve been… Look, I was just the other night at the labor council. I've
been at the labor council in Dunkirk for 35 years, 40 years, you know, so in fact when they had
the (ceremony) for Mac Nelson the other day, we had arranged that Doug Stock, the president of
the local labor council who gave the message for his thing. Jim Bickma he’s- he was the
president years ago. He was there too. So I mean, you know, it’s important that as a faculty
member, you don’t be seen as up there, but that you’re working with and for the people.”

I:
“With that, so what would you say have been some major challenges for the UUP and the SUNY
system?”

M:



“Well, for 8 years (now) we have not had funding, any increase in (state) funding. We’re flat with
the same funding. I can say the biggest challenge we had thirty years ago was that, out of 215
people in the state legislature, I don't think we had 10 who had gone to public education. They
were all (from) private schools. We couldn’t even get it through, like it’s unheard of in Michigan
or Ohio or place like that, that a person on the board of trustees, for Michigan state or Michigan,
Ohio state would not be a Michigan grad or Ohio State grad. We couldn’t even get it through that
they had gone to a public higher ed school. It’s been a long struggle, but we, you know, we’re
seeing with… I can say, I can remember going to a meeting and why it’s important at a hearing
once, and they asked, ‘Why are you fighting this.’ Well, let’s put it this way, my grandmother
who raised me was the one of five children, she was 14 years old and she lost both parents, so
she dropped out of school in the 8th grade to go to work and to take care of my mother, (later my
grandmother took me in), and it was the depression (era). My mother never finished high school.
So, you know, I have some idea, I don’t want to see anybody go back to that. And so I was the
first one to graduate college. You know the feeling. And education was very important, it was
very stressed, even though they weren’t, quote ‘educated,’ the importance of reading, the
importance of learning, and doing something with your life.”

I:
“What did you think you could accomplish when you were the UUP president, like, what were
some of the endeavors that you wanted to reach?”

M:
“Well sometimes, to work. I think, my view was always, if you see what could be a problem, to
work with the administration, to get a solution before it becomes a problem and then a disaster.
And I think I can say that, in many times we thought that we could call and say ‘Look, this is
what’s likely to happen, unless, can we work together to get that done.’ You want to avoid as
much as possible, confrontational. I mean, that’s the tragedy in America today, isn’t it?
Confrontational politics, instead of cooperative politics.”

“A very simple thing. I was here one morning, early, and as they, conference room which was a
hi-tech room right next to the men’s room down here. It used to be a, uh, an accounting office
and they had all the machines plugged into-- the calculators plugged into the floor, and we had
heard about someone had said there had been some problems with leaks. And I just walked by
and I looked in and said ‘there’s water on the floor!” So I called the vice president, you know, the
administration, not the academic. I said, ‘Bob you better get over and get something done,’ he
(asks) ‘What’s the matter?’ I told him, I said ‘Bob, the first kid that turns on his calculator,
you’re gonna have a god-awful, you know, a lawsuit on your hands, ‘cause the kid will either
killed or seriously hurt.’ Well, you know, that, I didn’t have to do that, it wasn’t (my



responsibility), but I let him know so he could do something about it. That I think is what we’ve
always tried to do.”

I:
“Like you said, it’s about protecting people.”

M:
“Protecting people, helping people. So as a union leader, challenges to the SUNY system, the
UUP I think has been an advocate for making accessible, quality education, and that’s important!
My oldest son went here, my youngest son went to UB. My wife was educated in the public
system in Germany, where from kindergarten through your doctorate it’s free, there is no tuition
in the German university system. And then you have a health system, you have a public
transportation system. What do you do here, I mean, if you don’t have a car… ya know? What do
people do?”

I:
“They have to walk.”

M:
“Yeah, I mean, I spent the month of February where I couldn’t drive because of the problem that
I had with my eye, and what a burden that put on my wife. When I bought a house here, one of
the things I wanted to do was to be within walking distance because I left my wife and the kids
could be at home and she had the car if anything happened. I didn’t… Ya know, I think… think
cooperatively, collegially, and collegially meaning anything affecting janitors, any of the
groundskeeper. I went to a wake last Saturday for Al Shalkowski, who’s been gone a long time, I
mean he was the grounds guy, and since I walk a lot, I used to walk by him and talk with him
and, ya know, and then he used to cut the grass at the Presbyterian church across the street here,
so I’d walk home and he’d be doing-- so I’d stop and talk to him, ya know, we work-- how can--
what can we do together? I’ve been involved for many, many years where we had interfaith
work, we had work with Peace and Justice, we were involved now for many years where we
have a drive in July collecting clothing, school items, other things for a mission in Nicaragua.
For Catholic social work… and been doing that for, I don't know, God... twenty years, getting out
there and when they come and load the truck up to bring and it’s ship down there. But I think
that’s, ya know, the different people that you work with, and get people to be aware of it, of
things, of needs.”

I:
“What did you do after you were the UUP president, like, what was your role in the union
afterwards?”



M:
“Well I was president- I was chair of the department from ‘84 to ‘91, I was like, president of the
union from like, ‘83 to about ‘89, and then I stepped down and then I helped out as an academic
vice president for a while, and then I was elected again as president for 1 or 2 terms, ya know,
working with the people, trying to get people involved, trying to get people to see it’s
important…”

I
“That the union’s important?”

M
“Right, the important- and being involved. Ya know, the idea of ‘What has the union done for
me?’ My reaction is always, ‘Well what have you done with the union, and For the union, and for
others?’ Ya know, the- ‘somebody should’, meaning, that you can’t use that, ‘somebody should
do this’, well, you’re somebody.”

“I think that’s important, I mean, we’ve gone through some rough times in the ‘70s, we had
another batch in the ‘80s, we had a batch in the late ‘90s into the early part of this… Pataki was
not helpful, and he was in, what, 12 years as governor? He… We had gotten (stuck)  he had
made all kinds of cuts, he wanted, one of the things he did, we went to court on was we didn’t
have a contract, so his position was, when the contract ended, the benefits ended. So you lost
your health insurance. Well (he) couldn’t do that. We (had) pushed through what was it called
‘Triborough decision,’ it had been a decision in the courts which ultimately the state legislature
made law. That with public employees, when the contract runs out, the benefits in the contract
remain in effect until a new contract is signed. And we had to go to federal court to stop him
from (breaking) that. I still remember going with a couple people, I said ‘I don’t mean this in a
mean sense,’ but when he first did it, it lasted about six weeks before the courts ruled. ‘What’ve
happened if somebody didn’t have their medicine, couldn’t afford-- and died.’ And he said ‘Well
that would be tragic.’ I said ‘No, it wouldn’t because then you go to federal Marshals, go to the
court, this person has been guilty of criminal negligent homicide. This other person died because
you illegally blocked their ability to get medicine.’ I said, ‘that would be a very interesting
picture on television networks, of the governor being led off by federal Marshals.’ [laughing] I
mean, I’m reminded of Al Shanker, was the president of AFT in New York City-- of the New
York City Teachers, UFT and then of AFT nationwide. And he said ‘It’s all important on how
you do things, and how people see things,’ he said ‘I was involved.’ he said ‘with the strike by
the New York City teachers, and it was ruled illegal and they arrested us. And then they went to a
judge who sentenced us to jail, but we got it blocked. Delayed. And then I let it go, so they came
to pick me up and bring me to jail. I had arranged it that the networks and the papers in New



York City were covering it. Why? Because they picked me up on Christmas Eve to bring me to
jail.’ He said ‘It was a great picture.’ He said ‘’Course, I’m Jewish. I don’t celebrate Christmas!’
[laughing] ‘But that’s the image that you got.’ You know what I mean? Knowing how you do
things, how it looks… You know, I think it’s very important. If you are seen as someone, and not
just seen as someone, but actually are someone that’s trying to do things for people, it’s
important. I think it’s very important to try to work with students, for many, for all these years, I
still see some… and that’s what the union is for. We work with the administration, office hours,
availability, as president at one point, we had, there was a campus policy, you were not to give
final exams during the last week of classes. I can remember because I can remember teaching a
class-- I was supposed to teach at 11, and the person at the 10 o’clock class in that classroom was
giving the final exam, during (the last week of classes) so they ran a half hour over, they didn’t--
kids were standing, so I didn’t get to teach that class. I thought that was uh… So when it came
up, the vice president of the campus, academic vice president was talking about policy, and he
said ‘We’re going to send out a letter to everybody, reminding them that that’s the policy of the
campus. You do not give exams (the last week of classes).’ He says, ‘And I suppose the union
will object to it,’ and I said ‘No, I’ll co-sign it, because we believe in standards and service.’ And
so that’s what we did. Probably, some people may not have liked it that I said that, but it’s true.
We can’t let policy, let academic standards, we have to be for academic standards as well, I
mean, because I use that term ‘quality education.’”

I:
“You don’t only protect the workers at the school, you protect the students as well, in that way.”

M:
“Yeah, oh yeah. So, I think the challenges constantly have been to keep access and to keep
quality. Now one of the concerns, I don’t know what’s going to happen, with the crisis, I mean,
I’ve seen the crises of the ‘70s, the ‘80s, the ‘90s, ya know--”

I:
“The 2010s--”

M:
“--I’m glad I don’t have to right now… I’m concerned, for example, that they’re talking about
forming a division where you have 6 or 8 departments with a secretary. Now, a secretary is very
important. If a student wants some information on the department, and there is one secretary for
6 departments in a different building, how do you do this? How will the person know who to
send to? I know it’s more efficient, but the old directory, the paper (campus) directory, was very
useful, because if you were advising a student-- you know, one of the things they used to have,
when a student came in for advising, you got a sheet where you made up the schedule and you



talked-- because you had a check sheet of what they had, what they had taken, and it took a while
before every meeting with each student during advising to go through that and be ready when
they came. I don’t know if the students worked as hard on being ready, but you put down the
courses they were signing up for, and you signed that, and they signed it. So, with student came
back a year later, and you’re saying, wait a minute, you didn’t get that-- you didn’t take that
course which is a required course, and you never asked about changing out of it, you never
realized… But I think that’s important, a simple thing like if a student wants to drop a course. If
they’re 15 hours, it means it’s going to be difficult if they drop to 12, ‘cause they have to make
up for it. But if they drop to 9-- ”

I:
“--They’re no longer full time.”

M:
“They’re no longer full time, which means they’re not covered by their-- if they’re state
employees, they’re not covered by their parents' health insurance. If you’re part-timers are not.
Part-time students… I don’t know if it will go on now, but that’s what the rule was-- well ya
know, you can ask a kid, a student, ‘Where does your father, your mother work? Whoever’s
funding this? What are the rules on health insurance if you drop to part-time?’ ‘Oh! I never
thought of that’ [laughs] ya know, that’s…”

I:
“A major problem.”

M:
“I’m serious, because it would mean, also, that you might not even be able to get back on health
insurance for the next semester.”

I:
“And that’s mainly your concerns with the current reorganization of the University?”

M:
“Yeah, what’s gonna happen to... for students to be able to get the information they need. And
who’s gonna (help them.)”

I:
“Cause you’re still concerned with that quality,” [Morrissey: “Quality and protectability, yeah.’]
“and protecting the students as well as the workers.”



M:
“And in return I expect students to do what they’re supposed to do. To work hard. So those are
sort of the views…”

I:
“You mentioned funding was a major issue, it still is.”

M:
“It is, it still is, it has been for years.

I:
“Could you elaborate on what the UUP does in response to funding problems.”

M:
“We’ve been going down asking (the legislator) for money, for… We passed for a number years
called ‘Maintenance of Effort: M-O-E.’ And it took a long struggle, the… the chair of the
education committee, statewide in the legislature, has never been a big fan of it, and always puts
it at the very bottom of the element, of when it’s… it’s not at the highest priority of bills to pass.
And, they wait to send it to the governor, and so the governor gets it… four months, five months
later, and then vetoes it on a Friday afternoon, so no one will notice it, that he vetoed. Well,
that’s, ya know, you’re dealing with that, with the people who don’t care.”

I:
“So a lot of state apathy, would you say is a major component?”

M:
“The state, yeah. I mean, I think legislators, but I-I’m concerned about, if you look at…
obviously, the Assembly, is basically New York City and surrounding areas ‘cause that’s where
the population is. The Senate has been traditionally, very narrow margin Upstate. It is no longer.
The Senate has 62 members, only 9 are above New York City and the Island. Only 9. I look it up,
ya know, I have the book of where they are. Who’s gonna care about the schools Upstate? If I’m
a person from Queens or Brooklyn, how many of the kids from my district go to SUNY schools?
They’ll take care of CUNY, but will they really… unless they realize that this is the future.”

I:
“Mhmm. So would you say that SUNY is often forgotten because a lot of the state, a lot of the
people controlling the state are from New York City in particular? And then Upstate often just
gets ignored completely.”



M:
“Right. Gets ignored, I mean, yes there was the billion dollars for Buffalo, but, ya know… You
had the real phenomenon of what I call ‘Rural New York State.’ And this area, I would say, is
rural poor. I’ve known what it’s like to be poor. I was fortunate, I grew up in a suburb of Boston,
but it wasn’t like, quote ‘the new suburbs.’ It was a town founded in the 1640s so it wasn’t… but
it was, ya know, it was working class, but there was, the gap there between the rich side and the
poor side. The east side where I grew up was the working class. It was fascinating because… our
area was Irish, Italian, and Black, and so... I-I never had an understanding… It took me a long
time to understand this thing called racism. Color didn’t mean anything to me, they were other
kids I grew up with. So I mean, what can we do about that? How can we get people to see what’s
needed? How can we get--

“Ya know, thirty years ago one of my major concerns was the great drive to get students to vote.
The problem with that is, thirty years ago the students were mostly Reaganites, supporting
Ronald Reagan. I would be interested in what percentage of students on campus today are
supporters of Trump. Ya know, I’m scared… I mean, if you’re a student do you realize what’s
happening to your world, your future? I like to watch- I watch a lot of world news, I watch the
German news, I watch… They had on BBC, ya know, they’ve been having these demonstrations
in England… this… what’s it called? Climate, uh…”

I:
“Extinction?”

M:
“Climate extinction, but also rebellion. Extinction rebellion. They had this young girl on from
Sweden. She addressed the British Parliament the other day on why... and it was really great. She
got up there and her opening words were ‘You lied to us. You don’t plan for any future for us,
you’re expecting us to die.’ Now that’s powerful!” [interviewer: “That’s very powerful.”] “This
young teenage girl getting up and talking-- but she was right.”

I:
“So would you say that a lot of uh... especially the conservative pushback in the ‘70s kind of
impacted the UUP a great deal? And other unions?”

M:
“Well especially the ‘80s, the ‘80s. The ‘70s you had Nixon and Carter. I mean, Carter was
considered a failure, but who has done more for the American image as the president if you look
at his thing with (Habitat for Humanity.) The respect that he has had worldwide, that he would
ask into. Ya know, and looking at the big picture, or just watching… They had Senator Mitchell



on recently, I was watching. Senator Mitchell was the one who went over (to Ireland) to
negotiate, he was the senator from Maine, to negotiate between Northern Ireland and Ireland to
get the Peace Accord of 1998. Major thing to have gotten, he didn’t even get any prize, the
people who did it got a prize. But, the amazing thing too, was what happened from that, is two
people who had been leaders of enemy forces against one each other, McGuinness and Paisley,
one was the IRA leader the other was the United University-- Protestant-- Ulster Protestant Party.
(They) [c]ame in and were partners in the government in Northern Ireland and became very, very
good friends. Why? Because they worked together. And I think that to me was a great symbol.

I:
“And like you said, the UUP in particular, is that it’s that thread of working together
cooperatively.”

M:
“Working together, yeah, trying to get things. There was an article in the paper two days ago...
Democrats have not paid a lot of attention to the unions, they now… but the major thing is, the
Republicans have, because the whole faction of the republican party knows that if they can
totally destroy unions, they have the working (people)--” [interruption]

“--- I have a sense of SUNY, UUP and SUNY together, ya know, because I’ve worked
with the people. I still remember going around to legislative offices and Bob Pompey and Don
Pisani, Bob Pompey was from Binghamptom, Don Pisani was from Stony Brook Health Science
Center. And so, sometimes we went into an office and we introduced ourselves as [in Italian
accent] ‘Pompey, Pisani, and Morrissey!’” [laughter] “And it was fun, you know, especially if
the person was Italian, it would have a, you know... But that’s what I mean, a sense of the bigger
picture.”

I:
“Sense of friendship.”

M:
“Friendship and cooperation. I can think of-- I miss a lot of the people who have passed on, and
after 45 years here, a lot of people gone… but they did good work.”

I:
“There are… I did read that the UUP was active in solidarity efforts, and like you said with the
apartheid and how they would pull support out--”

M:



“Right, they pushed to have the pension funds pulled out from corporations, we did not want to
put money into, our money being invested into corporations that were doing business with
apartheid.”

I:
“Would you say that-- has SUNY done similar projects, not SUNY but the UUP, done similar
projects in solidarity with either labor unions or even just--”

M:
“Well, most of the, many of the people I know who were of active in the unions over the years
were also active with local labor councils, were active with National Federations-- the American
Federation of Teachers with various worker unions and we supported them. I was gonna say, we,
I can remember in Buffalo we were at a Delegate Assembly and so we went out over and
picketed at the airport against, because of one of the airlines. Another time we went out and we
brought in the people from the caretakers in nursing homes and the problems they were having as
you follow the papers you hear a lot about that now. And so they spoke to us, and then the next
morning we went out and joined their picket line! Which I think is… you have to think of that.
What is that? ‘No Man is an Island’ by John Donne. A very important poem and way to think.
You  know, that’s my perspective. I think I brought my kids up thinking that, along the lines. And
I hope that students have a sense of that. What do you owe? I often told students, ‘People have
worked hard and made sacrifices for you to be here as a student, as an opportunity to learn.
They’ve worked hard, now it’s your turn to work hard and to pay back.’ Ya know, what’s this pay
forward, that expression… Yes, pay forward. It’s your turn, to give, to give back but to give out,
to give.

“It’s been… it’s been a good life. I look back now, at my almost 83… Do I say I don’t regret?
No, I have regrets, all of us do. But I look back at… all the good things that people did for me
over the years and the good things we did together. And the union did as well.”

I:
“How would you characterize your time in the UUP then, sounds like you had a pretty good
time, even if it was hectic.”

M:
“We did. It was hectic. Dick Reddy is retired and he’s been living in Arizona, but during those
tough times of Pataki 15 years ago, 20 years ago… he and I regularly, once the budget was
presented in January, we would be going down with a small group we would leave-- I would
teach my class at 2:00 on Monday, and so at 3:00 he would’ve picked up a car at Enterprise, and
we would drive, leaving here about 3:15 down to Albany, which… 360 miles, so you know,



through (to) where we stayed. Grab some supper, get up at first thing in the morning, grab
breakfast, and get down to the legislative office building before-- by around 8:00, because in
order to get a parking space some place close to there. And then we would meet with the other
people about quarter to nine, then we’d visit legislators from 9:00, grab a lunch, to about 3:00
and then have a debriefing session, then about 4:00 we drive home.
“And we did that-- one spring, we did that 11 times, now your semester is only 15 weeks, so we
did 11 of them. And, ya know, you get home at like, 10:00 at night, grab some supper, and be in
class at 9:00 on Wednesday morning.”

I:
“So very busy.”

M:
“Very busy, very hectic, but rewarding. You felt that you had helped some people. One of the
things I’ve always felt… there was a Jesuit named Alfred Delp, you can see how I was educated
by the Jesuits, he was executed by the Nazis because of his working with the people who were in
the resistance. And his last statement was a simple sentence: ‘When (from) the one person, a
little more light, a little more love, has come into the world, that person’s life has been worth
living.’ I remember that, ya know, from many years ago. And I felt it, it was a good
philosophy… And he paid for it, but... it was. He stood for something.”

I:
“So would you say that was a major thing to you at least, hearing that line kinda guides you
along as life goes.”

M:
“Guided me on, yeah. Fifty something years ago when I first encountered that story about him...
Ya know, if I can just throw something in--” [interviewer: “Of course.”]

“Back in the ‘50s, I ended up, when one of my courses was, I was taking a graduate course in
French-- modern French history, like really late 19th century into the 20th. And as a result of it, I
came across a book published in 1958, early 1958, it was in French and I read it. It was a man
named Marc Saignier. Marc Saignier was a reformer at the beginning of the 20th century and he
began a thing called ‘La Semaine Sociale’ to try and get people who were in positions where
they could do something. He got labor leaders, he got business men, he got political leaders and
religious leaders together, for about 8 or 10 years and was doing things. Unfortunately, they then
got a crisis in the Catholic church called ‘Modernism' where there’s an extreme conservative
faction took over and they suppressed his movement because it was compromising too many
things. What was fascinating to me, is to read this book, and when he died in ‘56, something like



that, he had been under a cloud for 50 years, his movement had been suppressed (and he was left
with nothing). But in the book, there’s an appendix in the back because the person who
celebrated his funeral at Notre Dame in Paris was the papal nuncio to France at the time, and he
wrote a letter to Marc Saignier’s widow that (he wrote to her) it’s hard for you to realize but, he,
it influenced me because I was in (the city of) Bergamo, and I had gone up to some of these so,
and it very strongly influenced me, and so I wanted you to know how much, even though he
thought it was his life wasted.

“The other was a person who was also involved in that (movement) back then, as a young fellow
who wrote a letter, (and) who gave the eulogy. What made it fascinating was the papal nuncio
was Angelo Roncalli who later that year was appointed archbishop in Venice, promoted to
cardinal, and two months later was elected pope as John XXIII. And the labor (leader), the
politician was Robert Schuman who then worked with De Gasperi and Adenauer to form the
European Union. So I used to tell students, ‘You may never know, how you can, who you might
influence, who can change the world.’ You know, you think, even if it was a biologist, it gives
some young student an idea, and who knows what they may discover or uncover. Or a teacher,
how many kids would they influence? I don’t think they’re corny stories, I think that they’re
effective, that you don’t know.

“So… the other philosophy was, the element of (my) philosophy was, Bill Russell, basketball
player, star of the Celtics when I was younger, and his thing was, you had to be ready. He used to
get so tense before a game that he would throw up, because you had to be ready when the whistle
blows, to go. And they asked ‘Why?’ He said ‘Because this game might be the perfect game, and
if you’re not ready, you could’ve blown it in the first thirty seconds. So you have to be ready to
give everything.’ It was an interesting philosophy they had. Two different ways of looking at it,
but Russell was ready.”

I:
“Ready Russell.” [laughs]

M:
“Yeah! Well they, when the Sports Illustrated gave a person (a question), ‘If you wanted to start a
team, it’s the final game, the important thing, and of all the players all time in basketball, who
would you pick, the first person on your team?’ and he said: ‘Russell. Other people may score
more, other people may do this more, but if you look at, in his career in the NBA, and the NCAA
championship, and in the Olympics, he was, final game, everything is on this, 15 times he
appeared, 15 times his team won.’ Ya know? Do you need to say any more? That he had that
drive. I guess I’ve been impressed by people giving that kind of a thinking.”



I:
“Optimistic.”

M:
“Optimistic, but also committed. You have to make a commitment.”

I:
“Which are both pretty important qualities to have as a leader.”

M:
“Yeah…[and] as a member of family. You have to be optimistic, but you also have to be
committed, and committed to others, and committed to yourself. You can be more, you can be
more.”

I:
“And like you’ve said, the UUP and other people that you’ve worked with are like family to a
degree.” [Morrissey: “Oh yeah.”] “So it’s important to have those philosophies you think?”

M:
“Yeah, I think it is.”

I:
“How has your impression of the UUP changed over time from when you first joined to now.”

M:
“I wasn’t sure what we could do, I was happy to see what we were able to achieve. I’m not sure
about our future, given the really hostile environment. You know that, just the simple… Boeing
was in Seattle, began there, developed. It moved to Chicago for its headquarters for whatever
reason, and then because of pressure, it moved a plant, a new plant-- plane structure-- to South
Carolina. South Carolina has the worst-- one of the two worst records in the country on
unionism, on rights of workers. Guess what plane was being built in South Carolina?”

I:
“The ones that had recently crashed?”

M:
“Right, because they [staccato-like] weren’t being careful. They weren’t-- they had a reputation.
If you treat people like dirt, don’t expect excellent work from them.”



I:
“And that’s kind of what the UUP is trying to prevent, having professionals treated like dirt, so to
speak.”

M:
“Right, well-- professionals. We depend on the cleaners to keep things clean. If you don’t-- you
know, if you’re in a hospital you may have the best doctors in the world, but unless you have
sanitary and you know, antiseptical conditions, you’re not gonna make it!”

I:
“And you’d say that your worry for the future derives from the fact that--”

M:
“--There seems to be the view that the cause of the problems in America have been unions, rather
than bad decisions by management. I just read today, what is it… Google? Just moved-- or
Amazon-- just moved 250 billion dollars last year back from their profits overseas in their tax
law that they passed last year, they could move it back without paying much taxes. So they’re
using the money to buy the stock back, 70 billion dollars in stock are being bought back. All that
does is drive up the price of stock. For who? Management and the stockholders, the hedge funds.
The workers will get nothing from that.” [interviewer: “That’s very unfortunate.” “But nobody’s
yelling about that. I mean, if you don’t have good bus drivers, good cleaning people, good
bakers, people who are washing the vegetables that you’re going to buy in the store…”

I:
“You have to appreciate all facets of a job.”

M:
“Right, yeah. That work that has to be done, do it well. If it’s not worth doing well, is it worth
doing it?”

I:
“You’re still a part of the union.”

M:
“Yes.”

I:



“You’re an academic delegate, right?”

M:
“Right, I haven’t gone that many times lately because-- with my wife having health problems,
she has Fibromyalgia and has some problems with acid reflux, so. And then she has problems
with her eyes so I have to put the drops in her eyes every night. I could be gone for a day, but I
don’t like to be gone for more than that, so I stopped going to the NYSUT meetings, AFT. If I
can, I once in a while go down but I can go on Monday and be back Tuesday so I only miss one
night.”

I:
“So what would you say are your duties as an academic delegate then?”

M:
“Well, to work with the other people, to, ah… to propose and vote for things that will improve
situations that will make our position clearer and more acceptable to the people out there.”

I:
“This is from earlier, I remember, you mentioned the Unity Caucus?”

M:
“The Unity Caucus, yeah.”

I:
“What did they do? I asked about the reform caucus.”

M:
“The Reform caucus was… The Unity Caucus tended to be status quo. The Reform Caucus was
asking questions. Let me give you an example: a number of years ago, we met in Syracuse, and
the question there is, every year is, ‘Should the union give an award; a ‘Friend of SUNY
Award’?’ We’ve given it to a number of people. We’ve given it to a group of mayors because of
their support of the local campuses. The mayors went down to Albany saying, ya know, ‘If these
campuses aren’t helped, you realize what you’re doing to our community?’ All kinds of different
people. This particular meeting, the question-- the thing was, they were gonna vote, and they
wanted to give the ‘Friend of SUNY Award’ to the leader of the Assembly, and the Senate
majority leader. Henry Steck, from Cortland, and I both spoke against it, because what you’re
asking is, you’re asking to give an award in anticipation that, for receiving the award, they will
be more likely to help us in the future. The award is supposed to be for people who have done
something to help SUNY, to help us. We were outvoted. They did give the award, but I wrote to



Henry, he’s my age so he’s been retired, and I said, ‘Henry, I think we’re vindicated that the two
people we objected to being the award given to did not really help us, and both of them have
been indicted since then.’ [both laughing] You know? Fact was, they both were indicted. Now,
that’s not a smart move. We just-- you couldn’t be sure. Sometimes you get surprised by people
and what they do. I knew someone very, very well from New York City when I was a high
school teacher, who was a senator and I used to stop and see him and then found out he went to
prison for fraud. That was a shock. Someone you had known years and then he did something,
having his house built, and there was some kind of (scandal.) He ended up in federal prison--
about a year or two, but, still. He had to resign from the Senate. Someone you had been seeing
over several times a year, for a number of years, and then to find out that there was another side
to them.”

I:
“It is always a surprise I imagine.”

M:
“It was.”

I:
“Is there anything else that you would like to talk about. Any closing statements that you may
have?”

M:
“No-- I would hope that our students would look at the role of cooperative work, both for
learning in school. (As) I grew up, my school, we used to form study groups and our job was to
make sure everybody in the study group would be able to do well in the exams. And so, you
know, you would get an assignment for the cram sessions we’d have, and you were supposed to
explain this thing, so if these questions came up, you knew them. Which meant that, if you
explained it, and they didn’t get it, then you hadn’t gotten it either, because you couldn’t explain
it to the others. You know, it was kind of funny. For a number of years, I knew a lot of the kids
over the years from the hockey team because I love hockey-- hockey and soccer are my favorite
sports so I would go to those. And, I would get a call sometimes at 10 or 11 o’clock at night, one
of the study groups was meeting and they had a question. So my wife knew that she would say
‘Well, he’s out, but he’ll be back, and he’ll call you at 11.’ I’ll call them at 11, but see one of the
things I noticed with that, I would see some papers, answers of questions on tests, and the
answers were very similar, even though they were not sitting anywhere near each other. What it
meant was that they had gone, and they were basically right, they may not have been an ‘A’
answer, but they were a good answer, clearly they had worked together. That’s fine to me. That’s



a good sign, that the study groups’ function had worked well. (They were learning and
understanding.)”

I:
“I suppose a life lesson you want to imbue (in) people is, to work cooperatively, to realize the
benefit of group work and not individualistic nature.”

M:
“Yeah, I mean sometimes you have to do a lot of individual work, but you also have to do a lot of
work with others. And that’s the way you get things done. I suppose today maybe even more
than any other time, it’s more cooperative work. You don’t have the days where the Wright
Brothers would be in a bicycle repair shop in Dayton that they would develop a plane and things
like that. But you still also have the importance of the individual effort and work that you’re
bringing to the group. I mean you must’ve had group assignments and it’s really annoying if you
realize sometimes one or more of the people haven’t done anything, and that’s not right. That’s
not right.”

I:
“Well, thank you.”

M:
“Well, thank you. I hope it was able to help you.”

[End of Interview]


